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The White hat - The White Hat 
calls for information that is known 
or needed.

The Yellow Hat - The Yellow hat symbolizes 
brightness and optimism.

The Green Hat - The Green hat focuses on 
creativity: the possibilities, alternatives, and new 
ideas.

The Blue Hat - The Blue Hat is used to 
manage the thinking process.

The Black Hat - The Black hat is judgment – 
the devil’s advocate or why something may 
not work.

The Red Hat - The Red hat signifies feeling, 
hunches and intuition.
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Dr. Sunil Gupta
Futurist, Creatologist. Lifetime Master Trainer, Dr Edward de Bono. 

Major award winning Innovation projects with Governments & Fortune 500 companies globally 

by inculcating Strategic thinking & Creativity
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Significant Applications for the Parallel Thinking Process of Six Thinking Hats

o  Leadership Development
o  Team Productivity, Alignment and Communication
o  Creative and innovative thinking
o  Meeting leadership and decision making
o  Product and Process Improvement, and Project Management
o  Critical, Analytical Thinking and Problem-Solving
o  Organizational Change/Performance
o  Wherever High Performance Thinking and Action is needed
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It’s not impossible. In fact, it’s simple once they know how. That’s where  Dr. Edward de Bono’s Six Thinking Hats® 
come in. This systematic method of thinking in a completely new and different way will provide your employees 
with skills and tools that they can apply immediately!

Imagine it. Your team has the skills and techniques 
they need to make the best decision. Fast. Smart. Efficient.

It is a simple, effective technique that helps them become more productive. You and your team members can learn 
how to separate thinking into six distinct categories. Each category is identified with its own coloured metaphorical 
“thinking hat.” By mentally wearing and switching “hats,” you can easily focus or redirect thoughts, the conversation, 
or the meeting.

The difference between brilliant and mediocre teams isn’t so much in their collective mental capacity, but in how 
well they can tap into their collective wisdom and how they can function together.

Using Six Thinking Hats®, you and your team will learn how to use a disciplined process which will…

Maximize productive collaboration and minimize counterproductive interaction/behavior
Consider issues, problems, decisions, and opportunities systematically
Use Parallel Thinking as a group or team to generate more, better ideas and solutions
Make meetings much shorter and more productive
Reduce conflict among team members or meeting participants
Stimulate innovation by generating more and better ideas quickly
Create dynamic, results oriented meetings that make people want to participate
Go beyond the obvious to discover effective alternate solutions
Spot opportunities where others see only problems
Think clearly and objectively
View problems from new and unusual angles
Make thorough evaluations
See all sides of a situation
Keep egos and “turf protection” in check
Achieve significant and meaningful results in a less time
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REGISTRATION DETAILS
For Registration(s), send us your
Name, Designation, Organization, Mobile Number, 
& Email to: events@learningmindsgroup.com

PROGRAM INVESTMENT
USD 450$
PKR 125,000/- + SST

0321-8747595

talha.s@learningmindsgroup.com

www.learningmindsgroup.com

Talha Shabbir
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Dr Sunil Gupta is the founder of IDEAS a professional service firm that adds value by providing leading-edge 
thinking and innovative approaches to complex business issues. He is a Life-time Master Trainer across the de 
Bono thinking methods.

Sunil has worked extensively across Public and Private Sectors in over 40 countries. He has provided solutions to 
clients across varied industries and Governments. Sunil has initiated, designed, developed and followed up with 
several clients across continents to ensure that the de Bono tools are applicable in real life scenarios leading to top 
line and bottom-line successes.

Sunil has won several accolades; some more significant ones are from the Prime minister’s offices of the UAE for 
leading think tanks and the Government of Bahrain for training the Crown Prince court members on thinking skills 
besides major breakthrough successes with hundreds of clients. His special capabilities are in relating to the client 
needs irrespective of the domain and then the selection and application of the appropriate tools.

He is:
Board of Trustees, Creative Education Foundation, USA
Board Member, International Federation of Training & Development Organizations (IFTDO)
Master Black Belt, Six Sigma- Motorola University, USA .
Certified in Creative Problem Solving (CPS) from CPSI/CEF
Certified in Design Thinking from CPSI/CEF
Certified Facilitator on KEYS and SKILLSCOPE – CCL, USA.
Certified Creative Problem Solving Profile (CPSP) – Min Basadur, USA.
Certified TRIZ Expert (Russian Theory of Inventive Problem Solving), USA.
Certified Trainer, Mind Mapping, Buzan Centre, UK.
Certified Facilitator and Partner, LEGO Serious Play.
Certified Trainer, John Adair ACL Model.
Certified ROPES (Team Building) Facilitator, USA.
Certified Facilitator, Ken Blanchard Companies, USA.
Certified Facilitator, BSC and Strategy Maps, Orion Development Group, USA.

Trainer’s Profile:


